Access for Simpsons Restaurant and St George C of E Church

Access INTO Simpsons Restaurant/St George C of E Church
Use the B4217/Church road to access the restaurant and church.

Access OUT of Simpsons Restaurant/St George C of E Church
Local one way access will be put in place on Highfield Road to allow access out of St George C of E Church and the Simpsons restaurant car parks.

This access lane will segregate cyclists and motorists for safety. Event staff are there to ensure the safety of the general public and of the event so please do listen to their instructions.

Parking will be suspended on Highfield Road and Calthorpe Road. Any cars left parked may need to be removed for safety reasons.

Event staff are there to ensure the safety of the general public and of the event so please do listen to their instructions. We request your full cooperation for the duration of the road closure.
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